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Abstract. Energy is becoming a key resource for IT systems. Hence, it
can be essential for the success of a system under development to be able
to derive and optimise its resource consumption. For large IT systems,
compositionality is a key property in order to be applicable in practice. If
such a method is hardware parametric, the eﬀect of using diﬀerent algorithms or running the same software on diﬀerent hardware conﬁgurations
can be studied. This article presents a hardware-parametric, compositional and precise type system to derive energy consumption functions.
These energy functions describe the energy consumption behaviour of
hardware controlled by the software. This type system has the potential
to predict energy consumptions of algorithms and hardware conﬁgurations, which can be used on design level or for optimisation.

1

Introduction

Green computing is an important emerging ﬁeld within computer science. Much
attention is devoted to developing energy-eﬃcient systems, with a traditional
focus on hardware. However, this hardware is controlled by software, which
therefore has an energy-footprint as well.
A few options are available to a programmer who wants to write energyeﬃcient code. First, the programmer can look for programming guidelines and
design patterns, which generally produce more energy-eﬃcient programs, e.g. [1].
Then, he/she might make use of a compiler that optimizes for energy-eﬃciency,
e.g. [2]. If the programmer is lucky, there is an energy analysis available for his
speciﬁc platform, such as [3] for a processor that is modeled in SimpleScalar
(note that this only analyses the energy consumption of the processor, no other
components). However, for most platforms this is not a viable option. In that
case, the programmer might use dynamic analysis with a measurement set-up.
This, however, is not a trivial task and requires a complex set-up [4]. Moreover,
it only yields information for a speciﬁc test case.
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Our Approach. We propose a dependent type system, which can be used to
analyse energy consumption of software, with respect to a set of hardware component models. Such models can be constructed once, using a measurement set-up.
Alternatively, they might be derived from hardware speciﬁcations. This type
system is precise, in the sense that no over-approximation is used. By expressing
energy analysis as a dependent type system, one can easily reuse energy signatures for functions which were derived earlier. This makes this new dependent
type system modular and composable. Furthermore, the use of energy signatures
that form a precise description of energy consumption can be a ﬂexible, modular basis for various kinds of analyses and estimations using diﬀerent techniques
(e.g. lower or upper bound static analysis using approximations or average case
analysis using dynamic proﬁling information).
The presented work is related to our results in [5], where we present an
over-approximating energy analysis for software, parametric with respect to a
hardware model. That analysis is based on an energy-aware Hoare logic and
operates on a simple while-language. It is implemented in the tool ECAlogic [6].
This previous work poses many limitations on hardware models in order to overapproximate and requires re-analysis of the body of a function at each function
call.
The most important contributions of this article are:
1. A dependent type system that, for the analysed code, captures both energy
consumption and the eﬀect on the state of hardware components.
2. Through the use of energy type signatures the system is compositional, making it more suitable for larger IT systems.
3. The dependent type system derives precise information. This in contrast to
the energy aware Hoare logic in [5], which uses over-approximations for conditionals and loops.
4. Compared with [5] many restrictions on component models and component
functions are now removed. Eﬀectively all that is required now, is that the
power consumption of a device can be modelled by a ﬁnite state machine in
which states correspond to level of power draw and state transitions correspond to changes of power draw level. State transitions occur due to (external)
calls of component functions. The state transition itself may consume a certain amount of energy. This makes the system very suited for control software
for various devices where the actuators are performed directly without the
need for synchronisation.
5. The dependently typed energy signatures can form a solid, modular basis for
various approximations with various diﬀerent static or dynamic techniques.
6. The artiﬁcial environment ρ that was introduced in [5] to incorporate user
veriﬁed properties, is not needed in this dependent type setting. Using dependent types, such properties can be incorporated in a more elegant way.
We start the paper with a discussion of the considered language and its
(energy) semantics in Sect. 2. Next, we need a type system to express every
variable in terms of input variables in the appropriate scope (block, function or
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program). We introduce a basic dependent type system in Sect. 3 speciﬁcally for
this problem. Continuing in Sect. 4, we introduce the main type system which
derives from each statement and expression both an energy bound and a component state eﬀect. To demonstrate the type system we analyse and compare
two example programs in Sect. 5. We conclude this article with a discussion,
describing future work, and a conclusion.

2

Hybrid Modelling: Language and Semantics

Modern electronic systems typically consist of both hardware and software. As
we aim to analyse energy consumption of such hybrid systems, we consider hardware and software in a single modelling framework. Software plays a central role,
controlling various hardware components. Our analysis works on a simple, special purpose language, called ECA. This language has a special construct for
calling functions on hardware components. It is assumed that models exist for
all the used hardware components, which model the energy consumption characteristics of these components, as well as the state changes induced by and return
values of component function calls.
The ECA language is described in Sect. 2.1. Modelling of hardware components is discussed in Sect. 2.2. Energy-aware semantics for ECA are discussed in
Sect. 2.3.
2.1

ECA Language

The grammar for the ECA language is deﬁned below. We presume there is a
way to diﬀerentiate between identiﬁers that represents variables (Var), function
names (FunName), components (Component), and constants (Const).

The only supported type in the ECA language is a signed integer. There are
no explicit booleans. The value 0 is handled as false, any other value is handled
as true. The absence of global variables and the by-value passing of variables
to functions imply that functions do not have side-eﬀects on the program state.
Functions are statically scoped. Recursion is not currently supported.
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The language has an explicit construct for operations on hardware components (e.g. memory, storage or network devices). This allows us to reason about
components in a straight-forward manner. Functions on components have a single parameter and always return a value. The notation C.f refers to a function
f of a component C.
The language supports a repeat construct, which makes the bound an obvious
part of the loop and removes the need for evaluating the loop guard with every
iteration (as with the while construct). The loop bound is evaluated once before
executing the loop bodies. The repeat construct is used for presentation purposes,
without loss of generality, since the more commonly used while construct has the
same expressive power, but is more complex to present.
2.2

Hardware Component Modelling

In order to reason about hybrid systems, we need to model hardware components. A component model consists of a component state and a set of component
functions which can change the component state. A component model must
capture the behaviour of the hardware component with respect to energy consumption. Component models are used to derive dependent types signifying the
energy consumption of the modelled hybrid system. The model can be based
on measurements or detailed hardware speciﬁcations. Alternatively, a generic
component model might be used (e.g. for a generic hard disk drive).
A component state C.s is a collection of variables of any type. They can
signify e.g. that the component is on, oﬀ or in stand-by. A component function
is modelled by two functions: one that produces the return value (rvf ) and
one that updates the (component) state (δf ). A component can have multiple
component functions. Any state change in components can only occur during a
component function call and therefore is made explicit in the source code.
Each component has a power draw, which depends on the component state.
The function φ in the component model maps the component state to a power
draw. The result of this function is used to calculate time-dependent energy
consumption in the tds function. Function tds gets the elapsed time and the
set of component models as input and results in a function that updates the
component states.
2.3

Energy-Aware Semantics

We use a fairly standard semantics for our ECA language, to which we add
energy-awareness. We do not list the basic semantics here. The energy-aware
semantics are given in Fig. 1. The interested reader might refer to [7] for a listing
of the full non-energy-aware semantics of a previous version of ECA.
Components consume energy in two distinct ways. A component function
might directly induce a time-independent energy consumption. Apart from that,
it can change the state of the component, aﬀecting its time-dependent energy
consumption. To be able to calculate time-dependent consumption, we need a
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(esInput)

e

Δs  i, σ, Γ −
→I(i), σ, tds (Γ,tinput )

e

Δs  c, σ, Γ −
→Z(c), σ, tds (Γ,tconst )
(esVar)

e

Δs  x, σ, Γ −
→σ(x), σ, tds (Γ,tvar )
e

e

Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −
→n, σ  , Γ  

Δs  e2 , σ  , Γ  −
→m, σ  , Γ  
e

s

n

m=p

e2 , σ, Γ −
→p, σ , tds (Γ  ,t )

Δ  e1

(esConst)



(esBinOp)

e

→n, σ  , Γ  
Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −
e

s



→n, σ [x ← n], tds (Γ  ,tassign )
Δ  x:=e1 , σ, Γ −
e

Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −
→a, σ  , Γ  
e

s

(esAssign)

Γ  = tds (Γ  ,t)

(esCallCmpF)



Δ , C.f = (t, δ, rv)  C.f (e1 ), σ, Γ −
→rv(Γ (C), a), σ  , Γ  [C ← δ(Γ  (C), a)]
e

e

→a, σ  , Γ  
Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −

Δs  ef , [x → a], Γ  −
→n, σ  , Γ  
e

s



(esCallF)



Δ , f = (ef , x)  f (e1 ), σ, Γ −
→n, σ , Γ 
s

e

Δs  S1 , σ, Γ −
→σ  , Γ  

Δs  e1 , σ  , Γ  −
→n, σ  , Γ  
e

s





Δ  S1 ,e1 , σ, Γ −
→n, σ , Γ 

(esExprConcat)

e

Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −
→n, σ  , Γ  
s

Δ  e1 , σ, Γ −
→σ  , Γ  
s

s

(esExprAsStmt)

s

→σ, Γ 
Δs  skip, σ, Γ −
s

Δs  S1 , σ, Γ −
→σ  , Γ  

Δs  S2 , σ  , Γ  −
→σ  , Γ  
s

s





Δ  S1 ;S2 , σ, Γ −
→σ , Γ 
e

(esStmtConcat)

s

→0, σ  , Γ  
Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −

Δs  S2 , σ  , tds (Γ  ,tif )−
→σ  , Γ  
s

→σ  , Γ  
Δs  if e1 then S1 else S2 end, σ, Γ −
e

→n, σ  , Γ  
Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −

(esIf-False)

s

Δs  S1 , σ  , tds (Γ  ,tif )−
→σ  , Γ  

n=0

s

s





→σ , Γ 
Δ  if e1 then S1 else S2 end, σ, Γ −
n≤0
s

Δs  (S1 ,n), σ, Γ −
→σ, Γ )
n>0

s

Δs  S1 , σ, Γ −
→σ  , Γ  
s

→n, σ  , Γ  
Δs  e1 , σ, Γ −

(esIf-True)

(esRepeatBase)

s

Δs  (S1 , n−1), σ  , Γ  −
→σ  , Γ  
s





→σ , Γ )
Δ  (S1 , n), σ, Γ −
e

(esSkip)

(esRepeatLoop)

s

Δs  (S1 , n), σ  , Γ  −
→σ  , Γ  
s

→σ  , Γ  
Δs  repeat e1 begin S1 end, σ, Γ −

(esRepeat)

s

→σ  , Γ  
Δs , f = (e1 , x)  S1 , σ, Γ −
s

s

Δ  function f (x) begin e1 end S1 , σ, Γ −
→σ  , Γ  

(esFuncDef)

Fig. 1. Energy-aware semantics. Note that i stands for an Input term, c for a Const
term, x for a Var term, e for a Expr term, S for a Stmt term,  for a Bin-Op, f for
a FunName, and C for a Component.

basic timing analysis. Each construct in the language therefore has an associated
execution time, for instance tif . Component functions have a constant time consumption that is part of its function signature, along with δ and rv, as described
in Sect. 2.2.
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The function environment Δs (s for semantics) contains both the aforementioned component function signatures (triples of duration t, state transition function δ and return value function rv) and function deﬁnitions (pairs of function
body e and parameter x). Component models are collected in component state
environment Γ . Time-dependent energy consumption is accounted for separately
in Γ for each component by the tds function, which gets Γ and a time period t
as input and results in a new component state environment. Time independent
energy usage can be accounted for by also assigning a constant energy cost to
component state update function δ.
We diﬀerentiate two kinds of reductions. Expressions reduce from a triple
of the expression, program state σ and component state environment Γ , to a
triple of a value, a new program state and a new component state environment,
e
→ operator. As statements do not result in a value, they reduce from
with the −
a triple of the statement, σ, and Γ to a pair of a new program state and a new
s
→ operator.
component state environment, with the −
We use the following notation for substitution: σ[x ← a]. With [x → a], we
construct a new environment in which x has the value a.
There are three rules for the repeat loop. The one labelled esRepeat calculates the value of expression e, i.e. the number of iterations for the loop. The
esRepeatLoop rule then handles each iteration, until the number of remaining iterations is 0. At that point, the evaluation of the loop is ended with the
esRepeatBase rule. We use a tuple with as ﬁrst argument the statement to be
evaluated and as second the number of times the statement should be evaluated
to diﬀerentiate it from normal evaluation rules.

3

Basic Dependent Type System

Before we can introduce a dependent type system that can be used to derive
energy consumption expressions of an ECA program, we need to deﬁne a standard dependent type system to reason about variable values. We separately introduce these dependent type systems for presentation purposes. We describe the
dependent type system deriving types signifying energy consumption in Sect. 4.
Note that, instead of direct expressions over inputs, we derive functions that
calculate a value based on values of the input. This allows us to combine these
functions using function composition and to reuse them as signatures for methods
and parts of the code.
We will start with a series of deﬁnitions. A program state environment called
P State is a function from a variable identiﬁer to a value, i.e. P State : V ar →
V alue. Values are of type Z, like the data type in ECA. A component state
CState is collection of states of components that the component function can
work on. A value function is a function that, given a (program and component)
state, will yield a concrete value, i.e. its signature is P State × CState → V alue.
A state update function is a function from P State × CState to P State × CState.
Such a function expresses changes to the state, caused by the execution of statements or expressions.
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(btInput)

Δv  i : Lookupi , id

Δv  c : ConstN (c) , id
(btVar)

Δv  x : Lookupx , id
Δv  e1 : V1 , Σ1 
v

Δ ,Σ  e1

Δv  e2 : V2 , Σ2 
e2 : V1

(btConst)

∈ Bin-Op

(Σ1 >>> V2 ), Σ1 >>> Σ2 

Δv  e : V , Σ

(btBinOp)

(btAssign)

v

Δ  x:=e : V , Σ >>> Assignx (V )
Δv  e : Vex , Σex 

Δv , C.f = (xf  , Vf  , Σf  ) 
C.f (e) : [xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Vf  , Split(Σex , [xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Σf  )
Δv  e : Vex , Σex 
Δv , f = (xf  , Vf  , Σf  ) 
f (e) : [xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Vf  , Split(Σex , [xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Σf  )
Δv  S : Σst

Δv  e : Vex , Σex 

v

Δ  S,e : Σst >>> Vex , Σst >>> Σex 
Δv  e : V , Σ
Δv  e : Σ

(btExprAsStmt)

Δv  S1 : Σ1
Δv  e : Vex , Σex 

(btSkip)

(btStmtConcat)

Δv  St : Σt

Δv  Sf : Σf

Δv  if e then St else Sf end : if (Vex , Σex >>> Σt , Σex >>> Σf )
Δv  e : Vex , Σex 

Δv  S : Σst

Δv  repeat e begin S end : repeatv (Vex , Σex , Σst )
Δv  e : Vex , Σex 

(btCallF)

(btExprConcat)

Δv  skip : id

Δv  S2 : Σ2

Δv  S1 ;S2 : Σ1 >>> Σ2

(btCallCmpF)

(btRepeat)

Δv , f = (x, Vex , Σex )  S : Σst

Δv  function f (x) begin e end S : Σst

(btIf)

(btFuncDef)

Fig. 2. Basic dependent type system. For expressions it yields a tuple of a value function
and a state update function. For statements the type system only derives a state update
function.

To make the typing rules more clear, we explain a number of rules in more
detail. The full typing rules can be found in Fig. 2. We will start with the variable
access rule:
(btVar)
Δv  x : Lookupx , id
All rules for evaluation of an expression return a tuple of a function returning
the value of the expression when evaluated and a function that modiﬁes the
program state and component state. The former one captures the value, i.e. it
is a state value function. The latter one captures the eﬀect, i.e. it is a state
update function. To access a variable, we return the Lookup function (deﬁned
below), which is parametrised by the variable that is returned. Variable access
does not aﬀect the state, hence for that part the identity function id is returned.
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The Lookup function that the btVar rule depends on is deﬁned as follows:
Lookupx : P State × CState → V alue
Lookupx (ps, cs) = ps(x)

Likewise we need to deﬁne a function for the btConst rule, dealing with constants:
Constx : P State × CState → V alue
Constx (ps, cs) = x

Before we can continue we need to introduce the >>> operator. We can compose
state update functions with the >>> operator. Note that the composition is
reversed with respect to standard mathematical function composition, in order
to maintain the order of program execution. For now, T is P State×CState. The
>>> operator can be interpreted as: ﬁrst apply the eﬀect of the left operand, then
execute the right operand on the resulting state. The >>> operator is deﬁned as:
>>>: (P State × CState → P State × CState) × (P State × CState → T )
→ (P State × CState → T )
(A >>> B)(ps, cs) = B(ps , cs )where(ps , cs ) = A(ps, cs)

Moving on, we can explain the assignment rule below, which assigns a value
expressed by expression e to variable x. As an assignment does not modify the
value of the expression, the part capturing the value is propagated from the
rule deriving the type of x. More interesting is the eﬀect that captures the state
change when evaluating the rule. This consists of ﬁrst applying the state change
Σ v of evaluating the expression e and thereafter replacing the variable x with
the result of e (as done by the Assign function, deﬁned below). This eﬀect is
reached with the >>> operator.
Δv  e : V , Σ v 
(btAssign)
Δ  x:=e : V , Σ v >>> Assignx (V )
v

The operator for assigning a new value to a program variable in the type environment:
Assignx : (P State × CState → V alue) → (P State × CState → P State × CState)
Assignx (V )(ps, cs) = (ps[x → V (ps, cs)], cs)

In order to support binary operations we need to deﬁne a higher order operator
 where  ∈ +, −, ×, ÷, . . .. It evaluates the two arguments and combines the
results using . For now, T is V alue.
 : (P State × CState → T ) × (P State × CState → T )
→ (P State × CState → T )
(A  B)(ps, cs) = A(ps, cs)  B(ps, cs)

The binary operation rule can now be introduced. The pattern used in the rule
reoccurs multiple times if two expressions (or statements) need to be combined.
First the value function representing the ﬁrst expression, V1 , is evaluated and is
combined with the result representing the second expression, V2 , e.g. using the
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 operator. But this second value function needs to be evaluated in the right
context (state): evaluating the ﬁrst expression can have side-eﬀects and therefore
change the program and component state, and inﬂuence the outcome of a value
function (as the expression can include function calls, assignments, component
function calls, etc.). To evaluate V2 in the right context we ﬁrst must apply the
side eﬀects of the ﬁrst expressions using a state update function Σ1 , expressed as
Σ1 >>> V2 . We can express the value function that represents the combination
of two expressions as V1  (Σ1 >>> V2 ). The binary operation rule is deﬁned as:
Δv  e1 : V1 , Σ1 

Δv  e2 : V2 , Σ2 

 ∈ Bin-Op

Δ , Σ  e1  e2 : V1  (Σ1 >>> V2 ), Σ1 >>> Σ2 
v

(btBinOp)

Without explaining the rule in detail, we introduce the conditional operator. The
if operator captures the behaviour of a conditional inside the dependent type.
The ﬁrst argument denotes a function expressing the value of the conditional.
For now, T stands for a tuple P State × CState.
if : (P State × CState → V alue) × (P State × CState → T )
× (P State × CState → T )

if (c, then, else)(ps, cs) =

→ (P State × CState → T )
then(ps, cs) ifc(ps, cs) = 0
else(ps, cs) ifc(ps, cs) = 0

The btRepeat rule can be used to illustrate a more complex rule. The eﬀect of
repeat is the composition of evaluating the bound and evaluating the body a
number of times. The latter is captured in a repeat function that is deﬁned
below. The resulting eﬀect can be deﬁned as follows:
v
v

Δv  S : Σst
Δv  e : Vex , Σex
(btRepeat)
v
v
Δv  repeat e begin S end : repeatv (Vex , Σex
, Σst
)

The repeat operator needed in the btRepeat rule captures the behaviour of a
loop inside the dependent type. It gets a function that calculates the number of
iterations from a type environment, as well as an environment update function
for the loop body, and results in an environment update function that represents
the eﬀects of the entire loop. Because the value of the bound must be evaluated
in the context before the eﬀect is evaluated, we need an extra function. The
actual recursion is in the repeatv function, also deﬁned below.
repeatv : (P State × CState → V alue) × (P State × CState → P State × CState)
× (P State × CState → P State × CState)
→ (P State × CState → P State × CState)

repeatv (c, start, body)(ps, cs) = repeat v (c(ps, cs), body, ps , cs )
where(ps , cs ) = start(ps, cs)
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repeat v : Z × (P State × CState → P State × CState) × P State × CState
→ P State × CState
⎧
⎪
⎪(ps, cs)
⎪
⎨repeat v (n − 1, body, ps , cs )
repeat v (n, body, ps, cs) =
⎪
where
⎪
⎪
⎩
(ps , cs ) = body(ps, cs)

if n ≤ 0
if n > 0

In order to explain the component call rule we need an operator for higher order
substitution. This operator creates a new program environment, but retains the
component state. It can even update the component state given a Σ function,
which is needed because this Σ needs to be evaluated using the original program
state. The deﬁnition is as follows:
[x ← V, Σ] : V ar × (P State × CState → V alue)
× (P State × CState → P State × CState)
→ (P State × CState → P State × CState)
[x ← V, Σ](ps, cs) = ([x → V (ps, cs)], cs )where( , cs ) = Σ(ps, cs)

We also need an additional operator Split, because the program state is isolated
but the component state is not. Split forks the evaluation into two state update
functions and joins the results together. The ﬁrst argument deﬁnes the resulting
program state, the second deﬁnes the resulting component state.
Split : (P State × CState → P State × CState)
× (P State × CState → P State × CState)
→ (P State × CState → P State × CState)
Split(A, B)(ps, cs) = (ps , cs ) where(ps , ) = A(ps, cs)
and( , cs ) = B(ps, cs)

The component functions and normal functions are stored in the environment
Δv . For each function (both component and language) a triple is stored, which
states the variable name of the argument, a value function that represents the
return value, and a state update function that represents the eﬀect on the state
of executing the called function. We assume the component function calls are
already in the environment, function deﬁnitions in the language can be placed
in the environment by the function deﬁnition rule btFuncDef. The component
function call can now be easily expressed. Likewise we can deﬁne the function
call, but for brevity it is omitted in the text.
Δv  e : Vex , Σex 
v

Δ , C.f = (xf  , Vf  , Σf  ) 
C.f (e) : [xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Vf  , Split(Σex , [xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Σf  )

(btCallCmpF)
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(etInput)

Δec  i : ..., ..., tdec (tinput )

Δec  x : ..., ..., tdec (tvar )
Δec  e1 : ..., Σ1 , E1 
Δ

ec

 e1

(etConst)

Δec  c : ..., ..., tdec (tconst )
(etVar)

Δec  e2 : ..., Σ2 , E2 

∈ Bin-Op

(etBinOp)

e2 : ..., ..., E1 + (Σ1 >>> (E2 + (Σ2 >>> tdec (t ))))
Δec  e : ..., Σ, E
Δec  x:=e : ..., ..., E + (Σ >>> tdec (tassign ))

(etAssign)

Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 
Δec , C.f = (xf  , ... , ... , Ef  , tf  ) 
C.f (e) : ..., ..., Eex + ([xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> (tdec (tf  ) + Ef  ))

(etCallCmpF)

Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 
Δ

ec

(etCallF)

, f = (xf  , ... , ... , Ef  )  f (e) : ..., ..., Eex + ([xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> Ef  )
Δec  S : Σst , Est 

Δec  e : ..., ..., Eex 

Δec  S,e : ..., ..., Est + (Σst >>> Eex )
Δec  e : ..., Σ, E
Δec  e : Σ, E

(etExprAsStmt)

Δec  S1 : Σ1 , E1 
Δ

ec

Δ

ec

Δec  S2 :  ... , E2 
Δec  St :  ... , Et 

Δ

(etSkip)

(etStmtConcat)
Δec  Sf :  ... , Ef 

 if e then St else Sf end :
 ... , Eex + (Σex >>> tdec (tif )) + if (Vex , Σex >>> Et ,Σex >>> Ef )
Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 

ec

Δec  skip :  ... , zero

 S1 ;S2 :  ... , E1 + (Σ1 >>> E2 )

Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 

(etExprConcat)

Δec  S : Σst , Est 

 repeat e begin S end :  ... , Eex + repeatec (Vex , Σex , Est , Σst )

Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 

(etRepeat)

Δec , f = (x, Vex , Σex , Eex )  S : Σst , Est 

Δec  function f (x) begin e end S : Est , Σst 

(etIf)

(etFuncDef)

Fig. 3. Energy-aware dependent type system. It adds an element to the resulting tuples
of Fig. 2 signifying the energy consumption of executing the statement or expression.

4

Energy-Aware Dependent Type System

In this section, we present the complete dependent type system, which can be
used to determine the energy consumption of ECA programs. The type system
presented here should be viewed as an extension of the basic dependent type
system presented in Sect. 3. Each time the three dot symbol · · · is used, that part
of the rule is unchanged with respect to the previous section. The type system
adds an element to the results of the previous section, signifying the energy
bound. Expressions yield a triple, statements yield a pair. The added element
is a function that, when evaluated on a concrete environment and component
state, results in a concrete energy consumption or energy cost.
An important energy judgment is the tdec function. To account for timedependent energy usage, we need this function which calculates the energy usage
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of all the components over a certain time period. The tdec function is a higher
order function that takes the time it accounts for as argument. It results in a
function that is just like the other function calculating energy bounds: it takes
two arguments, a P State and a CState. The deﬁnition is given below. It depends
on the power draw function φ that maps a component state to an energy consumption (as explained in Sect. 2.2). The deﬁnition is as follows:
tdec : T ime → (PState × CState → EnergyCost)
tdec (t)(ps, cs) = e∈cs φ(e) × t

We can use this tdec function to deﬁne a rule for variable lookup, as the only
energy cost that is induced by variable access is the energy used by all components for the duration of the variable access. This is expressed in the etVar rule,
in which the dots correspond to Fig. 1 (the ﬁrst dots are Lookupx , the second id).
Δec  x : . . ., . . ., tdec (tvar )

(etVar)

Using the + operator (introduced as , with type T equal to EnergyCost), we
can deﬁne the energy costs of a binary operation. Although the rule looks complex, it uses pattern introduced in Sect. 3 for the binary operation. Basically, the
energy cost of a binary operation is the cost of evaluating the operands, plus the
cost of the binary operation itself. The binary operation itself only has an associated run-time and by this means induces energy consumption of components.
This is expressed by the tdec (t ) function. For the binary operation rule we need
to apply this pattern twice, in a nested manner, as the time-dependent function
must be evaluated in the context after evaluating both arguments. The (three)
energy consumptions are added by +. One can express the binary operation rule
as:
ec

Δ

Δec  e1 : . . ., Σ1 , E1 
Δec  e2 : . . ., Σ2 , E2 
(etBinOp)
 e1  e2 : . . ., . . ., E1 + (Σ1 >>> (E2 + (Σ2 >>> tdec (t ))))

Calculating the energy cost of the repeat loop can be calculated by evaluating an
energy cost function for each loop iteration (in the right context). We therefore
have to modify the repeatv rule to result in an energy cost, resulting in a new
function deﬁnition of repeatec :
repeatec : (P State × CState → V alue) × (P State × CState → P State × CState)
× (P State × CState → EnergyCost)
× (P State × CState → P State × CState)
→ (P State × CState → EnergyCost)

repeatec (c, start, cost, body)(ps, cs) = repeat ec (c(ps, cs), cost, body, ps , cs )
where(ps , cs ) = start(ps, cs)
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repeat ec : Z × (P State × CState → EnergyCost)
× (P State × CState → P State × CState)
× P State × CState
→ EnergyCost
⎧
⎪
(0
if n ≤ 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
ec
⎪
⎪
⎨repeat (n − 1, cost, body, ps , cs ) if n > 0
repeat ec (n, cost, body, ps, cs) =
+cost(ps, cs)
⎪
⎪
⎪
where
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
(ps , cs ) = body(ps, cs)
Using this repeatec function, the deﬁnition of the rule for the repeat is analogous
to the previous deﬁnition.
Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 

Δec  S : Σst , Est 

Δec  repeat e begin S end :  . . . , Eex + repeatec (Vex , Σex , Est , Σst )

(etRepeat)

Next is the component function call. The energy cost of a component function
call consists of the time taken to execute this function and of explicit energy
cost attributed to this call. The environment Δec is extended for each component function C.f with two elements: an energy judgment Ef  and a run-time tf  .
Time independent energy usage can be encoded into this Ef  function. For functions deﬁned in the language the derived energy judgement is inserted into the
environment. There is no need for these functions for an explicit run-time as this
is part of the derived energy judgement. Using the patterns described above the
component function call is expressed as:
Δec  e : Vex , Σex , Eex 
Δec , C.f = (xf  , . . . , . . . , Ef  , tf  ) 
C.f (e) : . . ., . . ., Eex + ([xf  ← Vex , Σex ] >>> (tdec (tf  ) + Ef  ))

5

(etCallCmpF)

Example

In this section, we demonstrate our analysis on two example programs, comparing their energy usage. Each ECA language construct has an associated execution time bound. These execution times are used in calculating the energy
consumption that is time-dependent. Another source of energy consumption in
our modelling is time-independent energy usage, which can also be associated
with any ECA construct. Adding these two sources together yields the energy
consumption.
Consider the example programs in Listings 1 and 2. Both programs play
#n beeps at #hz Hz (#n and #hz are input variables). The eﬀect of the ﬁrst
statement is starting a component named SoundSystem, which models a sound
card (actually, functions have a single parameter; this parameter is omitted here
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3
4
5
6

SoundSystem.on();
repeat #n begin
SoundSystem.playBeepAtHz(#hz);
System.sleep()
end;
SoundSystem.off()
Listing 1. Example program

1
2
3
4
5
6
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repeat #n begin
SoundSystem.on();
SoundSystem.playBeepAtHz(#hz);
SoundSystem.off();
System.sleep()
end
Listing 2. Alternative program

as it is not used). After enabling component SoundSystem, beeps are played
by calling the function SoundSystem.playBeepAtHz(). Eventually the device is
switched oﬀ. The sound system has two states, oﬀ < on.
For this example, we will assume a start state in which the component is
in the oﬀ state and an input n ∈ Z. Furthermore, the time-independent energy
cost of SoundSystem.playBeepAtHz() function is i and a call to this function
has an execution time of t seconds. The System.sleep() has no associated (timeindependent) energy usage, and takes s seconds to complete. The other component function calls and the loop construct are assumed to have zero execution
time and zero (time-independent) energy consumption. While switched on, the
component has a power draw of u J/s (or W).
We will start with an intuitive explanation of the energy consumption of the
program in Listing 1, then continue by applying the analysis presented in this
paper and comparing these results. Quickly calculating the execution time of the
program yields a result of n×(t+s) seconds. As the component is switched on at
the start and switched oﬀ at the end of the program, the time-dependent energy
consumption is n × (t + s) × u. The time-independent energy usage is equal to
the number of calls to transmit, thus n × i, resulting in an energy consumption
of n × (i + (t + s) × u) J.
Now, we will show the results from our analysis. Applying the energy-aware
dependent typing rules ultimately yields an energy consumption function and a
state update function. Both take a typing and a component state environment
as input. The ﬁrst rule to apply is etStmtConcat, with the SoundSystem.on()
call as S1 and the remainder of the program as S2 . The eﬀect of the component function call, calculated with etCallCmpF , is that the component state is
increased (as this signiﬁes a higher time-dependent energy usage). This eﬀect is
represented in the component state update function δSoundSystem.on . Since we
have assumed that the call costs zero time and has no time-independent energy
cost, the resulting energy consumption function is the identity function id.
We can now analyse the loop with the etRepeat rule. We ﬁrst derive the
type of expression e, which determines the number of iterations of the loop. As
the expression is a simple variable access, which we assumed not to have any
associated costs, the program state and the component states are not touched.
For the result of the expression the type system derives Lookup#n as Vex in
the repeat rule, which is (a look-up of) n. This is a function that, when given
an input environment, calculates a number in Z which signiﬁes the number of
iterations.
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Moving on, we analyse the body of the loop. This means we again apply the
etCallCmpF rule to determine the resource consumption of the call to SoundSystem.playBeepAtHz(). The call takes time t. Its energy consumption is u if the
component is switched on. For ease of presentation, we here represent the component state {oﬀ, on} as a variable e ∈ {0, 1}. The time-independent energy
usage of the loop body is i. The energy consumption function Est of the body
is i + e × (t + s) × u J.
We can now combine the results of the analysis of the number of iterations and the resource consumption of the loop body (Est ) to calculate the
consumption of the entire loop. Basically, the resource consumption of the loop
Est is multiplied by the number of iterations Vex . This is done in the function
repeatec (Vex , Σex , Est , Σst ), in this case repeatec (Lookup#n , id, Es t, id). Evaluation after the state update function (corresponding to the SoundSystem.on()
call), which will update the state of the sound system to on. Evaluating the
sequence of both expressions on the start state results in n × (i + (t + s) × u) J,
signifying the energy consumption of the code fragment.
Analysing the code fragment listed in Listing 2 will result in a type equivalent
to n × (i + t × u) J, as the cost of switching the sound system on or oﬀ is zero.
Given the energy characteristics of the sound system, the second code fragment
will have a lower energy consumption. Depending on the realistic characteristics
(switching a device on or oﬀ normally takes time and energy), a realistic trade-oﬀ
can be made.

6

Related Work

Much of the research that has been devoted to producing green software is
focussed on a very abstract level, deﬁning programming and design patterns for
writing energy-eﬃcient code [1,8–11]. In [12], a modular design for energy-aware
software is presented that is based on a series of rules on UML schemes. In [13,14],
a program is divided into “phases” describing similar behaviour. Based on the
behaviour of the software, design level optimisations are proposed to achieve
lower energy consumption.
Contrary to the abstract levels of the aforementioned papers, there is also
research on producing green software on a very low, hardware-speciﬁc level [3,15].
Such analysis methods work on speciﬁc architectures ([3] on SimpleScalar, [15]
on XMOS ISA-level models), while our approach is hardware-parametric.
Furthermore, there is research on building compilers that optimize code for
energy-eﬃciency. In [2], the implementation of several energy optimization methods, including dynamic voltage scaling and bit-switching minimization, into the
GCC compiler is described and evaluated. Iterative compilation is applied to
energy consumption in [16]. In [17], a technique is proposed in which register labels are encoded alternatively to minimize switching costs. This saves an
average of 4.25 % of energy, without aﬀecting performance. The human-written
assembly code for an MP3 decoder is optimized by hand in [18], guided by an
energy proﬁling tool based on a proprietary ARM simulator. In [19], functional
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units are disabled to reduce (leakage) energy consumption of a VLIW processor.
The same is done for an adaptation of a DEC Alpha 21264 in [20]. Reduced bitwidth instruction set architectures are exploited to save energy in [21]. Energy is
saved on memory optimizations in [22–25], while [26,27] focus on variable-voltage
processors.
A framework called Green is presented in [28]. This framework allows programmers to approximate expensive functions and calculate Quality of Service
(QoS) statistics. It can thus help leverage a trade-oﬀ between performance and
energy consumption on the one hand, and QoS on the other.
In [29], Resource-Utilization Models (RUMs) are presented, which are an
abstraction of the resource behaviour of hardware components. The component
models in this paper can be viewed as an instance of a RUM. RUMs can be
analysed, e.g., with the model checker Uppaal, while we use a dedicated dependent type system. A possible future research direction is to incorporate RUMs
into our analysis as component models.
Analyses for consumption of generic resources are built using recurrence relation solving [30], amortized analysis [31], amortization and separation logic [32]
and a Vienna Development Method style program logic [33]. The main diﬀerences
with our work are that we include an explicit hardware model and a context in
the form of component states. This context enables the inclusion of power-draw
that depends on the state of components..
Several dependently typed programming languages exist, such as Epigram
[34] and Agda [35]. The Deputy system, which adds dependent typing to the
C language, is described in [36]. Dependent types are applied to security in [37].
Security types there enforce access control and information ﬂow policies.

7

Discussion

The foreseen application area of the proposed analysis is predicting the energy
consumption of control systems, in which software controls a number of peripherals. This includes control systems in factories, cars, airplanes, smart-home
applications, etc. Examples of hardware components range from a disk drive or
sound card, to heaters, engines, motors and urban lighting. The proposed analysis can predict the energy consumption of multiple algorithms and/or diﬀerent
hardware conﬁgurations. The choice of algorithm or conﬁguration may depend
on the expected workload. This makes the proposed technique useful for both
programmers and operators.
The used hardware models can be abstracted, making clear the relative differences between component-methods and component-states. This makes the
proposed approach still applicable even when no ﬁnal hardware component is
available for basing the hardware model on, or this model is not yet created. We
observe that many decisions are based on relative properties between systems.
The type system derives precise types, in a syntax-directed manner. Soundness and completeness can be proven by induction on the syntax structure of
the program. This proof is similar to the proof in [7], but more straightforward
due to the absence of approximations.
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There are certain properties hardware models must satisfy. Foremost, the
models are discrete. Implicit state changes by hardware components cannot be
expressed. Energy consumption that gradually increases or decreases over time
can therefore not be modelled directly. However, discrete approximations may be
used. Compared to the Hoare logic in [5], many restrictions are not present in the
proposed type system. Foremost, this type system does not have the limitation
that state change cannot depend on the argument of a component function nor
that the return value of a component function cannot depend on the state of the
component. More realistic models can therefore be used.
The quality of the derived energy expressions is directly related to the quality
of the used hardware models. We envision that, in many cases, relative consumption information is suﬃcient to support design decisions. Depending on the goal,
it is possible to use multiple models for one and the same hardware component.
For instance, if the hardware model is constructed as a worst-case model, the
type system will produce worst-case information. Similarly one can use averagecase models to derive average case information.

8

Future Work

In future work, we aim to implement this analysis in order to evaluate its suitability for larger systems and validate practical applicability. We intend to experiment with implementations of various derived approximating analyses in order
evaluate which techniques/approximations work best in which context.
A limitation is currently that only a system controlled by one central processor can be analysed. Modern systems often consists of a network of interacting
systems. Therefore, incorporating interacting systems would increase applicability of the approach.
Another future research direction is to expand the supported input language.
Currently, recursion is not supported. An approach to add recursion to the input
language is to use the function signatures to compose a set of cost relations (a
special case of recurrence relations). A recurrence solver can then eliminate the
recursion in the resulting function signatures. In order to support data types, a
size analysis of data types is needed to enable iteration over data structures, e.g.
using techniques similar to [38,39].
On the language level the type system is precise, however it does not take into
account optimisations and transformations below the language level. This can be
achieved by analysing the software on a lower level, for example the intermediate
representation of a modern compiler. Another motivation to use such an intermediate representation as the input language is support for (combinations of)
many higher level languages. In this way, programs written in and consisting of
multiple languages can be analysed. It can also account for optimisations (such as
common subexpression elimination, inlining, statically evaluating expressions),
which in general reduce the execution time of the program and therefore impact
the time-dependent energy usage (calls with side eﬀects like component function
calls are generally not optimised).
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Conclusion

The presented type system captures energy bounds for software that is executed
on hardware components of which component models are available. It is precise,
modular and elegant, yet retains the hardware-parametric aspect.
The new type system is in itself precise, as there is no over-estimation, as
opposed to the Hoare Logic [5], in which the conditional and loop are overestimated. Also the class of programs that can be studied is larger, as many of
the restrictions needed for the over-approximation are now lifted.
The presented hardware-parametric dependent type system with function
signatures enables modularity. While analysing the energy consumption of an
electronic system, instead of re-analysing the body of functions each time a
function call is encountered, the function signature is reused.
By using a dependent type system to express all variables in terms of input
variables, the resulting approach is elegant and concise, as no externally veriﬁed
properties are needed.
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